27001Academy vs. online competitors
Check out this easy-to-use comparison matrix to figure out whether it is worth the risks
involved to try to implement ISO 27001 or ISO 22301 by yourself, working with a variety of
different online sources to design your documents. Our handy matrix also gives a brief
overview of the products and services available at 27001Academy, and compares them to
those offered by other online suppliers. Read for yourself and see which selection will meet
your business needs.
Compare the benefits and risks of looking on the internet for each ISO 27001 or ISO 22301
documentation template, with the full line of documentation and professional expertise we
provide at 27001Academy.

Online competitors

27001Academy

Documents available in a single language – Our documentation comes in six languages:
usually English.
English,
Spanish,
German,
Dutch,
Portuguese, and Croatian. We provide
products and services worldwide, in over 45
countries.
Documentation caters to large companies,
with an assortment of detailed policies and
procedures that create more work for
smaller businesses.

Our documents were created specifically for
small and medium businesses. So, we don’t
include any unnecessary documents, and
each one is smaller and less complicated.

You’ll need to pay for the whole set of We are happy to let you buy single
documents up front.
templates. And, if you decide to purchase
the whole Toolkit later, we’ll credit you for
the price you paid for individual documents
before – we won’t make you pay for the
same document again!
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You’ll likely only have access to the The following services are FREE: (1) a virtual
templates – most providers will not offer consultant, (2) a consultation with an expert
guidance or any sort of help.
by phone or Skype, (3) professional review
of five documents you’ve finished, (4)
community support, (5) tutorials for
completing documentation, (6) webinars,
and (7) detailed assistance concerning which
documents are mandatory, and which are
optional.
“We will use online tools and the included
documentation.”
In truth, these only provide about 20% of all
the documents, with no support.
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Our templates include each and every
document required by ISO 27001 and ISO
22301, with expert guidance to help you
complete them.
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